CSC ft-750 Front Basket Installation
A front basket adds utility to you e-bike allowing you to carry more stuff. The CSC dedicated front basket on the FT-750
utilizes the bikes steerer tube, making it very sturdy and stable. The front basket kit comes with all the parts and
hardware needed to complete the installation. Steps apply to both 20” and 26” FT-750 models.
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SUPPLIED HARDWARE

Upper bracket, Lower bracket, (4) 6x15mm hex bolts, (4) 6mm lock nuts, (9) 6mm washers, 6x45mm hex bolt, Star nut,
zip ties

Tools needed: Phillips screwdriver, side cutters, 10mm socket with ratchet, 5mm Allen, 8 &10mm wrench, hammer
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FRONT BASKET INSTALATION

1. Flip over your FT750 and rest the grips on an elevated soft surface so not to cause damage to the
controls or LCD screen
2. Lift quick release and loosen skewer. Carefully lift out and remove front wheel

3. Using a star nut driver and hammer, install the star nut in the steerer tube. If a star nut driver is not
available, fully insert the long 6x45mm bolt (supplied) and carefully drive the star nut 3/4” inch into the
steerer tube. Removing the forks and bringing them to your local bike shop is also an option

4. Install the lower basket bracket with the long 6x45mm bolt and washer. Leave loose enough to adjust
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5. Install front tire. Screw in skewer cap enough so firm pressure is needed to close quick release
6. Carefully flip over bike right side up

7. Using a 5mm Allen, remove the top cap and loosen the (2) stem pinch bolts

8. Remove handlebar stem from steerer tube
9. Remove the short 5mm and larger 10mm spacers but leave the wide flanged spacer on the steerer
tube
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10. Install upper basket bracket

11. Install the larger 10mm spacers. There are (13) on the 20” and (2) on the 26”. The shorter 5mm spacer
will not be used
12. Install the handlebar stem
13. Install the top cap and torque to 5nm or until there is no play in the steering head bearings
14. Tighten stem pinch bolt but leave loose enough for adjustment

15. Using the (4) 6mm bolts, washers and nuts, install the front basket. Loosely install hardware until all (4)
are installed. Evenly tighten and readjust if necessary.
16. Make final alignment adjustments and tighten handlebar stem and pinch bolts.
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17. Tighten lower basket bracket bolt

18. Using a 10mm wrench and socket, remove the headlight assembly from the fork crown
19. Cut zip ties to free the headlight power cable and USB charger cable and unplug connector. The
connector pulls straight apart.

20. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the front reflector from the stem
21. Using an 8mm wrench, remove the white reflector from the stem bracket
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22. On the front of the basket, assemble the front reflector and headlight with the stock 8mm washer and
nut.

23. Connect headlight connector. Caution, it only goes in one way. Line up internal tabs or arrows on the
connector
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24. Route the USB and headlight wires underneath basket to protect the wires

25. Use the supplied small zip ties to secure wiring and USB charging cable
26. Use the supplied large zip tie to the secure the wiring harness to the basket bracket
27. Turn handlebars to confirm there is no binding or pinching
28. Double check and make sure all the hardware is tight
For more information go to csc-ebikes.com or call (909) 445-0900.
Also check out our tutorials on our YouTube channel at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgY0IAfh_RJOi1J_WzebNCQ
Ride safe and enjoy your CSC FT750
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